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DEEP IN THE IDAHO SELWAY-BITTERROOT WILDERNESS,
BLACK BEARS ROAM & LIFE-CHANGING
DIY ADVENTURE AWAITS.
THE SMALL Cessna 206 soared above the mountains, bouncing ruthlessly with
every gust of wind. My hands clutched the worn leather seat in front of me. What
once had been shiny and new now had seen years of use carrying adventurers into
the Idaho backcountry. The leather—tattooed with small cracks erupting tufts of
foam smelling of mildew—held stories long forgotten.
Daring to open my eyes, the view was breathtaking. Surrounded on both sides
by massive granite peaks, the small aircraft flew a few hundred feet above tree line
through canyons overgrown with thick forests. The expansive Selway River snaked
through the mountains and roared below us, its rushing waters forming whitecapped waves that smashed into the boulders that littered its stream bed.
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THE
DESTINATION

X

“X” MARKED THE spot as two crossing grass airstrips appeared in

the vast wilderness below. Maneuvering the Cessna like a skilled fly fisherman
casting a line, our pilot made a sweeping loop, turned the aircraft hard left and
down, avoiding the massive walls of rock and timber that surrounded us.
The tires touched down on the green grass with a soft bump and bounced
along gently before rolling to a stop. Releasing my white-knuckle grip, I scrambled out the plane’s small door. The mountains once below me now towered
above me on all sides.
The gravity of the circumstances I found myself in hit me with blunt force.
I was 26 miles from the nearest road with only what I could carry in my backpack to survive and a black bear tag in my pocket.
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Flashback two months—before being
dropped in the wilderness halfway across
the country. Sitting in my office in Illinois,
typing furiously on my keyboard, the
stress of upcoming conventions, three
magazine deadlines, and the winter blues
all had me contemplating whether one
stiff drink or two would get me through
the anxiety coursing through my body.
“There’s an adventure around every
corner.” I was starting to question this
commonly heard quote. Was it hiding in
my office? Perhaps under a desk? Then,
unexpectedly, the adventure arrived.
“Would you like to backpack for bears
in Idaho?” My friend and coworker, David
Faubion, had slipped into my office unannounced and offered an adventure.
Without hesitation, I blurted, “Yes!”
before he could sit down.
Having embarked on this quest before
—and walking away skunked—David
was looking for redemption in the unforgiving wild of north central Idaho.
Located on both sides of the Bitterroot Mountains that border Idaho and
Montana, the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness is the third largest wilderness in
the Lower 48, spanning 1.3 million acres,
and makes up some of the harshest
landscape in the country. It sits mostly
in Idaho, but over 250,000 acres of it
spreads into Montana. The SelwayBitterroot is bordered to the south by
the Frank Church-River of No Return
Wilderness and the two are separated
only by the Nez Perce Trail.

High vantage points were our best bet to
glass the open grassy areas of the
mountainsides for feeding bears.

“

THE
JOURNEY

A sportsman’s dream, more than a
million acres of trail-less, vast wilderness awaits to be explored. Steep raw
granite mountains enclose the area.
Below the ridges sit deep canyons and
low valleys covered with cedar, fir, and
spruce trees. Open grassy slopes speckled with Ponderosa Pine make their way
up the steep embankments while the
wide, fast-flowing Selway River cuts west
through the canyons, creating dangerous rapids as it races across exposed
and barely submerged rocks.
This rough, untraveled area is home
to herds of deer and elk, mountain lions,
wolves, and black bears. In the spring,
black bears emerge from hibernation to
forage on plants and grasses found in the
canyons. Because of the country’s vastness, the bruins appear as black specks
against the mountainsides that offer
treacherous going for those daring to
make the vertical trek to hunt them.

Established by Congress in the Wilderness Act of 1964, this massive untouched
area allows no motorized vehicles or
equipment inside its boundaries. All
1,800 miles of trails found throughout
the Selway-Bitterroot were made by men
without the use of chainsaws or bulldozers. The rough trails were cut with
axes, picks, and handsaws, resulting in
an uneven, constrictive terrain.
The rugged nature of the area requires
hunters to prepare both mentally and
physically for the journey. To reach prime
hunting areas, hiking deep into the
wilderness is required and then climbing
vertically, reaching altitudes upwards of
7,000 feet, off the beaten path to where
bears forage.
We had the option of hiking 26
miles from the trailhead to pristine
bear hunting country—but that would
cost us four days of hunting. Instead,
we opted to fly in to a remote airstrip
that would put us in the heart of the
wild. Grandfathered in by the 1964
Wilderness Act, airfields already established could remain in operation if
they abided by the no motorized machinery rule. Luckily for us, an early
20th century Ranger Station and airstrip had been constructed deep in the
Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness. To this
day, the long, grass-covered runways
are maintained, mowed, and fertilized
by mule-drawn carriage.
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“THIS WILL BE
ONE OF THE
MOST GRUELING
THINGS YOU
HAVE EVER
DONE...

”

IT WILL BE
LIFE-CHANGING.”
We planned a six-day backpacking
hunt in early April. This would be the
ultimate do-it-yourself adventure. We
would carry on our backs everything
required to survive, including food,
clothes, and camping equipment. Every
last ounce would need to be accounted
for, so going light was key. Hauling 70
pounds of gear wasn’t an option. We were
about to trek across terrain that could
bring people to tears.
“This will be one of the most grueling
things you have ever done,” David said.
“It will be life-changing.”
|
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Two wooden suspension bridges, built
completely by hand, provided passage
over the Selway River.

THE
ADVENTURE
And so, there we were. In the middle of
nowhere with only a DeLorme satellite
device to tether us to the outside world.
Other than a Forest Service Ranger posted
at the no-electricity ranger station, there
wasn’t a soul in sight. She greeted us
warmly and wished us luck with that look
of “you’re going to need it” in her eyes.
Instead of carrying 40 pounds of gear
and pitching and repacking camp each
day, we decided to set a base camp near
the runway. This would allow us to cover
more ground without wearing ourselves
to the bone.
Carrying only the essentials needed for
day hunting, we set out from camp the first
day and headed east. After hiking three
miles, we broke from the trail and climbed
upwards, taking intermittent breaks to
catch our breath as the midday sun blazed.
To find bears, we needed to be at their
level, sitting high and glassing the open,
grass-covered spaces peppering the mountainsides. We reached an advantageous
peak and spent the next few hours straining our eyes for any signs of movement.
And then we saw it: a black speck,
meandering around on the ridges two
miles on the other side of our camp.
It was day one and the sun was setting,
so we watched the bruin for a time,
debating whether we wanted to pursue
it and if we had time to make the long,
treacherous hike to him. We knew coming in that the chances of bagging a
bear were only about 10 percent.
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TOP: Idaho black bears range from
95 to 260 pounds. Game wardens aged
my bear at three years old.
BOTTOM: A colony of ants was put
to good use for skull clean-up.

David, having already been here and
walking away without notching his tag,
understood the risk of passing a legal bear
on day one. Knowing better than to look
a gift horse in the mouth, we were going
after this bruin with all that we had.
Carefully, but with haste, we made
our way down the mountainside and
back to the trail, half sprinting, half jogging. With five miles to cover, we risked
the chance of the bear feeding his way
deeper into the wilderness, never to be
seen again. Time was precious.
Covering the distance in half the time
as our initial hike out, we ran past camp
and crossed a wooden bridge that provided passage over the raging rapids of
the Selway River. The bear had been graz|
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ing high up and farther down along the
mountainside that stood in front of us. It
would be impossible to spot it through
the thick timber from below on the trail
—a vertical climb was required.
We scaled the mountain up and forward, using trees and branches as leverage to pull us higher. The mountainside
was littered with rocks, soft dirt, and thick
brush. My feet slipped, and I watched
stones tumble down the mountain to the
sharp outcrops of rock and timber below.
One wrong move could be my last.
Racing across ridge after ridge in
desperate pursuit, we scaled higher at
breakneck speed. Heart pounding in
anticipation, adrenaline drove us as we
sprinted up the mountain.

One final ridge and we were upon the
bear. It hadn’t fed far from where we had
first spotted its black body through the
timber. Quickly and silently, I threw off
my pack and attempted to position myself on top of it for a shot. The ridge was
a sharp 60 degrees, with absolutely no
flat ground near us. My body began to
slip downward in the soft spring dirt.
Pushing my feet into the earth, I focused
on finding the bruin in my crosshairs.
The bear was 234 yards away and a
few hundred feet above us. Following it,
and attempting to slow my breathing to
steady my rifle, I waited on the opportunity for a shot. Suddenly, the bear turned
away from us and began slowly ambling
deeper into the timber.
My heart felt as if it had dropped out
of my chest and was bumping down the
mountain. My bear was feeding its way
back into the woods.
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How to Be Cut Off
From Civilization

THE
REWARD
We stayed pressed against the mountain,
staring in disbelief at the ridge that once
held a feeding black bear. We had missed
our chance.
Then, a brown nose; thick, black
head; and wide shoulders appeared. The
bear was strolling back in our direction.
Given a second chance, I took aim and
without hesitation announced “I’m taking him” and squeezed the trigger. The
Federal Premium .270 bullet left my
muzzle, and I watched the bruin fall.
David and I looked at each other with
wide eyes. For a few moments, we took
in what had just happened. Our mission
of tackling the Idaho wilderness and tagging a bruin had been accomplished. With
tears of happiness, astonishment, and
maybe a little bit of pain as we realized
the miles we had just covered, the mountains echoed with our whoops of joy.
Excitement pushed us forward. We
fought an almost overwhelming fatigue
and climbed 250 more feet to my bear. His
thick, dark fur contrasted against the green

When it’s you against nature, there’s only one tool
you need: the stainless steel River Canyon
Bowie Knife—now ONLY $49!

grass of the mountain, and sharp claws
protruded from his powerful paws. He was
a beautiful Idaho spring black bear.
I filled my pack with the bear’s hide,
skull, and meat. David offered to carry
the load, but it was important to me
that I haul out my first black bear alone.
We descended 750 feet to the trail and
then trekked two miles back to camp.
The adrenaline had worn off long ago;

After a hunt covering eight treacherous
miles, the author packed out her bear
and trekked two miles back to camp.

DR® Field and Brush Mowers

Your Driveway...
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now my legs trembled with exhaustion
and my body screamed for rest. Yet it
was the most rewarding feeling I could
have asked for.
We spent five more days in the backcountry. David bagged his own bruin,
scaling treacherous rock faces to do so.
We covered more than 40 miles over those
days, horizontally and vertically; fed on
backstrap sautéed in bear fat over the
open fire; and washed our sweat-soaked
bodies in the freezing Selway River.
On our final day, we ditched the
tents and set camp next to the river.
As the water roared beside us, I stared
at the cloudless, star-filled sky, and
breathed the wild air, savoring it for
one more night.

SAVAGE
11/111 LIGHTWEIGHT HUNTER
Opt for a hard-hitting, durable, lightweight
rifle when backpack hunting. This rifle
weighs six pounds before scoped, and .270
is more than enough bruin-stopping power.
—savagearms.com
BUSHNELL
TROPHY XTREME
This laser rangefinder is perfect for black
bears as it reads dark or shaded objects
with ease out to 850 yards and weighs
only 5.3 ounces.
—bushnell.com
DELORME
INREACH EXPLORER
This satellite device serves as a texting and
GPS unit. Using Iridium technology, you can
stay in contact almost anywhere in the world.
An SOS button connects you immediately to
a 24/7 rescue center in case of emergency.
—delorme.com

River Canyon Bowie Knife $79*

Offer Code Price Only $49 + S&P

1-800-333-2045
Your Insider Offer Code: RCK244-01
You must use the insider offer code to
get our special price.

Stauer



“First off, the shipping was fast
and the quality is beyond what
I paid for the knife. Overall I
am a satisfied customer!”
— D., Houston, Texas

RCK244-01
® 14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept.

Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 www.stauer.com
Rating of A+
*Discount is only for customers who use the offer code versus the listed
original Stauer.com price.
• Full tang 4 ¼" stainless steel blade, 9" overall length • Genuine horn, wood
and bone handle • Polished brass guard and spacers • Includes leather sheath
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What customers are saying
about Stauer knives...
Save $30

Smart Luxuries—Surprising Prices ™
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TowBehind
Models

Backpacking for bears is a rewarding
experience but can be brutal. Going light
is the key to success so you can focus on
the hunt and not your aching back and
muscles. It also can be dangerous. Here
are our picks for lightweight gear and
backcountry communication.
KUIU
This performance gear company prides
itself on making the most lightweight
equipment on the market. Opting for their
Merino wool clothing, ULTRA 6000 pack,
Super Down sleeping bag, and the ULTRA
Star 1P tent, the core of my equipment
weighed a little over six pounds.
—kuiu.com

NEW and IMPROVED

RENEW

THE BEAR NECESSITIES

The River Canyon Bowie Knife hand-forged, unique
knife comes shaving sharp with a perfectly fitted
hand-tooled sheath. The broad stainless steel blade
shines in harmony with the stunning striped horn,
wood and bone handle. When you feel the heft of
the knife in your hand, you know that you’re
ready for whatever nature throws at you.
This knife boasts a full tang blade, meaning the
blade doesn’t stop at the handle, it runs the full
length of the knife. According to Gear Patrol, a
full tang blade is key, saying “A full tang lends
structural strength to the knife, allowing for better
leverage ...think one long steel beam versus two.”
With our limited edition River Canyon Bowie Knife
you’re getting the best in 21st-century construction
with a classic look inspired by legendary American
pioneers. What you won’t get is
the trumped up price tag. This
quintessential American knife
can be yours to use out in the
field or to display as the art piece
it truly is. But don’t wait. A knife
of this caliber typically cost
hundreds. Priced at an amazing $49, we can’t guarantee
this knife will stick around for
long. So call today!
Your satisfaction is 100%
guaranteed. If you don’t feel BONUS! Call today and
like we cut you a fair deal, send you’ll also receive this
it back within 60 days for a com- genuine leather sheath!
plete refund of the sale price. But
we believe that once you wrap your fingers around the
River Canyon’s handle, you’ll be ready to carve your own
niche into the wild frontier.
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